Energy & Clean Technology
As the global appetite for energy continues to grow, so does the demand to change

Quick Facts

the way it is delivered and consumed. Adapting to this changing environment

• 300+ clean technology transactions
totaling over $7 billion since 2006

presents new challenges and opportunities.
Whether your company is pioneering innovative energy sources such as photovoltaics,
solar thermal systems, wind farms, geothermal technologies, biomass-to-power
solutions, biofuels, clean coal, fuel cells, and electric vehicles – or exploring the use
of smart grids or other ways to make more efficient use of existing resources – you need
legal counsel from attorneys who know your industry, your business, and the issues
and opportunities that mean the most to your success.
Mintz Levin was the first law firm in the eastern United States to build a dedicated
clean technology finance practice group, and we have been recognized repeatedly
as one of the nation’s top law firms in the clean tech sector. Today we lead the field
in completing clean tech public offerings. And our experience in venture capital
and private equity, bond finance, project finance, mergers and acquisitions, and
other corporate transactions – as well as in government funding, environmental,
land use, real estate, intellectual property, litigation, and legislative/regulatory
matters – is deep and unmatched.
With broad experience in emerging technologies and power projects, our
industry-leading attorneys focus on the convergence of technology and industry.
We address matters involving the interplay of private placements, capital markets,
and other public and private financing sources, with politics, legislative and
regulatory policymaking, and intellectual property issues.
Whether you are an investor, an energy provider, or a clean technology entrepreneur,
we have the critical insight needed to help you create and implement your plan.
And our experience at the crossroads of the investment, traditional energy, and
clean tech industry sectors enables us to offer you a view into the best practices
and lessons learned by companies across the changing energy landscape.

• 300+ energy and clean technology
clients, from start-ups to established
companies and financing sources
• Served as legal counsel to GreatPoint
Energy in the top greentech VC deal of
2012, according to Greentech Media
• Ranked #2 in National List of Top Ten
Clean Tech Law for global expertise in
the commercialization of clean energy
technologies
• Ranked a Top 10 Clean Technology Firm
by Euromoney’s LMG Clean Technology &
Renewable Energy
• Recognized regionally and nationally as
a “Best Law Firm” by U.S. News & World
Report and Best Lawyers
• Ranked among Biofuels Digest’s “40
Hottest Partners in Biotechnology and
Bio-Based Materials”
• Access to a multidisciplinary legal team
including 450+ lawyers working from
eight locations across the United States
and in London
• Decades of experience and industry
knowledge in handling the full lifecycle
of development and project financing
on behalf of developers, owners, and
investors
• A top ten US law firm in initial public
offerings (IPOs) representing issuers,
according to The American Lawyer and
IPO Vital Signs
• Assistance in structuring and monetizing
state and federal incentives such as:
- cash grants
- biofuel tax incentives and renewable
fuel standard (RFS) credits
- electricity renewable energy credits
(RECS) under state Renewable Portfolio
Standard (RPS) programs
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Case Studies

Representative Clients

GreatPoint Energy

• Advanced Energy Economy

GreatPoint Energy produces clean, low-cost natural gas from coal, petroleum coke,

• Advanced Technology Ventures

and biomass utilizing its bluegas™ catalytic hydromethanation process. Mintz Levin

• Aspen Aerogels

represented GreatPoint in its landmark transaction with China-based Wanxiang

• Canaccord Genuity

Holdings, a joint venture that called for the construction of the world’s most efficient

• CoalTek

coal-to-natural gas production facility in China. GreatPoint had raised corporate

• EDP Renewables

equity investment and secured project funding totaling $1.25 billion from Wanxiang
to finance and construct phase one of the facility – and in exchange, Wanxiang
took a large minority stake in GreatPoint, an investment that is considered one

• EnerNOC
• First Solar

of the largest by a Chinese company in an American firm financed by venture

• Flagship Ventures

capital (according to Ernst & Young). In addition, Greentech Media highlighted the

• General Catalyst Partners

transaction as the number one greentech venture capital deal of 2012.

• GreatPoint Energy
• HydroPoint Data Systems

HydroPoint Data Systems

• INEOS Bio

HydroPoint is the market and technology leader in the smart water management

• Luminus Devices

sector with its WeatherTRAK solution, which combines a wireless communication-

• NanoSteel

enabled irrigation controller and the company’s proprietary WeatherTRAK ET
Everywhere data service to deliver the right amount of water to landscapes at the
right time. Mintz Levin’s lawyers serve as general corporate counsel to HydroPoint

• NECEC Institute
• Northeast Gateway LNG Project

and have assisted HydroPoint with general corporate and employment matters

• Northeast Utilities

as well as several financing rounds led by prominent clean technology venture

• Ogin (formerly FloDesign Wind Turbine)

capital investors.

• RockPort Capital Partners
• SmartPower

EnerNOC, Inc.

• SpectraSensors

EnerNOC, Inc. helps utilities and grid operators reduce the risk of blackouts by
controlling the usage of major electric customers, thus substantially lowering peak
demand. Mintz Levin has assisted EnerNOC from idea to financing to development
and marketing, to continued rapid growth as a public company – bringing it to
market again in August 2009 with a $107 million follow-on public offering, establishing
a $200 million shelf registration statement in July 2009, advising on a $97 million
IPO and $108 million follow-on public offering, both in 2007, and assisting with
option tender offers in winter 2008. EnerNOC’s rapid growth as a public company,
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along with expansion domestically and internationally, has brought additional
responsibilities, and Mintz Levin helps EnerNOC navigate the challenges of public
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Service Offerings
• Corporate & Securities

• Intellectual Property

Use your mobile device to access

• Environmental

• Licensing

our industry page. (You may need

• Government Funding

• Project Development & Finance

• Government Relations

• Litigation

• International Transactions

• M&A

to download a QR code scanner.)

It’s time.
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